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Introduction: Co-speech gestures are timed to occur with metrically-prominent syllables 

in several languages [1,2,3]. Little research has examined the temporal alignment of co-
speech gestures in African tonal languages, where metrical prominence is often hard to 
identify due to a lack of canonical stress correlates [5]. Existing findings for Niger-Congo 
languages indicate that co-speech gestures gravitate to stem-initial position [4], which in 
some languages corresponds with metrical prominence [6]. Lexical tone has not played a 
large role in gesture timing [4,7]. However, existing research has been limited to languages 
with relatively short words, barring exploration of factors other than stem position which may 
influence gesture timing. Here, we look at the timing of co-speech gestures in Igbo, a Niger-
Congo language which features longer word length and a (H)igh vs. (L)ow tone system. 
While stem-initial position does appear to be an attractor of gestures for words in phrase-
medial position, word position and tone melody—specifically, melodies involving sequences 
of H tones—play an important role in gesture alignment in words at the edges of a phrase. 
Results suggest that metrical organization at both the segmental and tonal tiers serves to 
constrain gesture alignment.  

Methodology: Data consists of conversational speech produced by 4 Igbo speakers 
recorded in pairs in Northern Nigeria (Fig. 4). 1,300 gestures of the hands were coded 
manually in video data by a team of coders, with inter-coder reliability established [8]. 
Apexes of co-speech gestures—defined as peak velocity of manual movement (based on 
visualized blurring and kinematic measures using MediaPipe [9])—were extracted along with 
the phones with which they overlapped. We focus here on data involving words of 3-5 
syllables (total of ~300 tokens). Most words consisted of at least one prefix, a monosyllabic 
stem, and one or more suffixes, though about 1/3 of words were polysyllabic stems. Data 
were coded for word-, intonational phrase-, and stem-position, and aligned tone. For tone 
melody, visual inspection of data suggested gestures were more likely to align with the initial 
H of a HH sequence; we therefore coded each syllable to indicate if it was in this position. 

Results: Results of a mixed effects logistic regression model revealed that gestures were 
more likely to occur in stem-initial than non-initial position (β=0.99, z=2.20, p<.05) and 
more likely to occur in word-final than initial or medial positions (β=1.24, z=3.24, p<.01). 
However, interactions were observed with phrase position: stem-initial position was more 
likely to be targeted for a gesture phrase-medially (β=1.04, z=2.16, p<.05), while word-final 
position was more likely to be targeted in phrase-initial and final positions (β=1.70, z=2.80, 
p<.01) (Figs. 1&2). While there was no significant effect of tone on gesture occurrence 
(β=0.27, t=1.35, p>.05), there was a significant effect of tone melody (β= 1.32, z =  2.45, p < 
.01): gestures were more likely to align to the first H in a HH sequence, if it was unbroken by 
a downstep (Fig. 3). 

Discussion: The gravitation of gestures to word-final position (and odd-numbered 
syllables, more generally) is consistent with arguments from Clark [10] suggesting this 
position is metrically strong in Igbo. We propose that word-final position is the default 
position for metrical prominence—and, hence, gestures—in the language, but that this 
position is disfavored for gestures phrase-medially due to the prevalence of vowel 
assimilation effects which obscure the boundary between word-final and word-initial vowels 
[11]. Even more striking was the effect of tone melody, which reveals a preference for 
gestures on syllables which initiate a HH sequence. Results are consistent with the presence 
of tonal feet in Igbo [12,13]. We demonstrate how both tonal and segmental tiers can exert 
metrical prominence effects, and that gestures are most likely to be attracted to syllables in 
which prominence aligns across these two tiers.  



 

 
Figure 1: Proportion of gestures aligned  Figure 2: Proportion of gestures aligned across  
across stem-initial (red) vs. non-initial (blue)  word-initial  (red), medial (green), and final (blue) 
positions, by phrase position   positions, by phrase  position 
     
 

    
 
Figure 3: Gesture alignment across word positions,   Figure 4: Igbo speakers in conversation task 
by tone melody (trisyllabic words only). Light blue  
shading indicates greater counts at a position; transparency  
indicates a lack of tokens in a given cell. Note the lighter  
shading in initial position for HHH and HHL vs. H!HH  
and H!HL, where word-medial position has more counts.     
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